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We call a subset 5 of an ordered set right isolated if whenever x£5

and x^y it follows that yES. Theorem 1 gives a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for an orderable group G to be orderable in such a way

that a given subset of G is right isolated. This result is used to obtain,

in Theorem 2, a new necessary and sufficient condition for a group

to be orderable. The condition is stated in two forms, and is some-

what similar to a condition obtained by Ohnishi [2].

Several authors, e.g., Conrad [l], have introduced the concept of

right-ordered group (a group with a total order which is assumed to

satisfy the right-handed monotone condition: ac¿bc whenever a^b).

In Theorems 1' and 2' of the present note we state the "right-

handed" versions of Theorems 1 and 2; the proofs (here omitted) are

similar.

Professor Paul Conrad has made valuable suggestions concerning

the subject matter of this note. In particular, he suggested Theorems

1' and 2'. The writing of the final version was supported by the Na-

tional Science Foundation.

Theorem 1. Let G be a group which can be ordered. Let S be any

subset of G. There exists an order on G for which S is right isolated if

and only if for all g, hEG either gShCIS or SÇlgSh, where gSh
= {gxh: x£SJ.

Proof. First, suppose our condition is not satisfied. Then there

exist xES with gxhES, and y£5 with gyhES. Now if is is any

order on G, either x^y (and hence 5 is not right isolated) or y^x

(so that gyh^gxh, and hence 5 is not right isolated).

Conversely, suppose our condition is satisfied. Define

J— {x£G: abES implies axbES, lor all a, bEG}. Let P be the set

of positive elements under any order on G. Let P'= {x£G: either

xEJ, x~lEJ, x£P or x£7, x_1£J~}. It is easy to verify that J is a

normal subsemigroup. We now show that for all x£G either x£7 or

or x_1£7. Suppose x£7. Then abES, axbES, for some a, bEG. Let

cdES he given. Then axc~1Sd~1bQS does not hold, since axc~lcdd~lb

= axbE(axc~1Sd~1b)\S. Hence SQaxc~1Sd~1b, so that cx~1a~lSb~1d

Ç.S. Hence cx~1d = cx~1a~1abb~1dES. Thus, we have shown that

x-1£7. Now suppose x, y£P'. Then either x£7, x_1£7, x£P,

yEJ, y~~lEJ, yEP (in which case xyEJ, y~lx~lEJ, xyEP, so that
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xyEP'), or xEJ, x_1£J, yEJ (in which case it can be seen that

xyEJ, y~1x~1EJ, so that xyEP'), or xEJ, yEJ, y~lEJ (in which
case xyEP', by reasoning similar to that employed in the preceding

case). Thus we have shown that P' is a semigroup. The fact that P'

is normal follows from the corresponding fact for /. Clearly e£P',

and it is easy to check that for all X9ie either xEP' or x~1EP''■ Thus,

we have shown that P' is the set of positive elements for an order

= defined by: x^y if and only if yx~lEP'. Clearly, 5 is right isolated

relative to this order (for if x£S and yx~xEP', we have yx~lEJ, and

hence y = e(yx~1)xES).

Theorem 2. Let G be a group. The following are equivalent:

(1) G can be ordered.

(2) For all g£G with g9ie, there exists SÇ.G with gES, e€£S and

for all g', h'EG either g'Sh'çzS or SQg'Sh'.

(3) There exists a family 2 of subsets of G such that e = C\Sez S and

for all g, hEG and S£2 either gShC.S or SÇ.gSh.

Proof. First suppose (1) is satisfied and let ^ be an order on G.

Given g9£e, let 5 be either {x:g^x} or {x:x^g}, according as

£<g or g<e. Then, by Theorem 1, 5 satisfies the conditions of (2).

Next, if (2) is satisfied, for each g9ie choose a set S„ satisfying the

conditions of (2). Let 2= {GXS^: xEG, X9ie}. It is easy to see that 2

satisfies (3).

Finally, suppose (3) is satisfied. For each ££2 let J(S) = {xEG:

abES implies axbES, for all a, bEG}, as in the proof of Theorem 1.

Then, as we have seen, J(S) is a normal subsemigroup and for all

xEG either xEJ(S) or x~lEJ(S). Well order 2. Let P= {x£G: for

some S£2, xEJ(S) and x~1EJ(S), while for all T<S, xEJ(T) and

x_1EJ(T)}. It is easy to check that P is a normal subsemigroup

not containing e. We assert that for all x^e either xEP or x~1EP.

For otherwise we would have x, x~1EJ(S) for all S£2. Hence, by

definition of / (since eES) we have x = exeES, for all S£2. Hence

xGHses S, so that by (3) x = e. Thus we have shown that P is the

set of positive elements for some order on G.

Theorem 1'. Let G be a group which can be right-ordered. Let S be

any subset of G. There exists a right-order on G for which S is right iso-

lated if and only if for all g EG either SgQS or SQSg, where Sg
= {xg:xEG}.

Theorem 2'. Let G be a group. The following are equivalent:

(4) G can be right-ordered.

(5) For all gEG with g^e, there exists SQG with gES, eES and
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for all g'EG either Sg'QS or SQSg'.
(6)  There exists a family 2 of subsets of G such that e = flses 5 and

for all gEG and 5£S either SgQS or SQSg.
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NONEXTENDIBILITY CONDITIONS ON MUTUALLY
ORTHOGONAL LATIN SQUARES

E. T. PARKER

In this note are proved two theorems which impose restrictions on

the structure of sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares. The corol-

lary yields a version stronger in a certain direction than a known

theorem on possible orders of subplanes of finite projective planes.

This work developed from study of the first pairs of orthogonal latin

squares of order 10, all of which had a pair of orthogonal latin sub-

squares of order 3 ([l; 2, pp. 198-200]; another unpublished con-

struction was found by Bose and Shrikhande). There exist pairs of

orthogonal latin squares of order 10 having no pair of orthogonal

latin subsquares of order 3; examples were generated with UN I VAC®

M-460 Computer, programmed by the author [3]. The arguments in

this note depend on inequalities. A theorem of Mann [4; 5] on orthog-

onal latin squares of orders 4£ + 2 was proved using inequalities and

parities. The author feels that some combination of his own and

Mann's methods might lead to better theorems.

Theorem 1. If a set of t mutually orthogonal latin squares (m.o.l.s.)

of order n has a set of t mutually orthogonal latin subsquares (m.o.I.

subs.) of order r, with r <n, then n ^ (t + l)r.

Proof. Partition the rows and columns of the m.o.l.s. into sets of

m — r and r, with the m.o.l. subs, contained in the sets of r rows and r

columns. Designate the (n — r) X (n — r) block by 4, the rXr block

by D, and the two rectangular blocks by B and C. Let xi, • ■ • , xr
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